The
Afiscooter
An icon in the world
of personal electric mobility experience you can count on

A balance of simplicity, reliability and classic design marks the Afiscooter SE as a world leading
personal electric vehicle for over 40 years.
The strong steel chassis and rear power unit combine strength with a long driving range,
designed for stable and safe ride on any terrain.

Highlights
Reliable electronic command system.
Comfortable seat with adjustable armrest.
Fully electric- provides a silent, environmental friendly
and highly efficient maintenance vehicle.
Three wheel model for maximum maneuverability.
Solid large rear basket for storage.

Designd for
safety

Ease of
operation

Icon in the world
of personal mobility

Afikim Electric Vehicles is a leader in developing and manufacturing premium, electricallypowered mobility scooters for more than 40 years. The well-known Afiscooter product line
is designed with driver safety in mind first and foremost, alongside attention to ergonomics,
comfort and reliability of the vehicle. Afikim Electric Vehicles has established a worldwide distribution network that offers
local technical support and follows the highest standards of services.
Our company meets highest standards of quality and European ISO 9001, CE and EN 12184 certifications, as well as US
safety standards with FDA approval.

Features

Canopy

Dual Seat

Single Seat
(Optional)

large rear
open trunk

Specification
Afiscooter SE
Overall Length
Overall Width
Overall Height

Single

Dual Seat

158cm (62”)

166 cm (65'')

Standard Wheels

73cm (29”)

91 cm (36'')

(-) Canopy

124cm (49'')

101 cm (40'')

(+) Canopy

202cm (79”)

180cm (70”)

Ground Clearance
Weight

12.5cm (5”)

(+) Batteries

146kg (322lb)

(-) batteries

99kg (218lb)

Weight Capacity Incl. Driver

163kg (359lb)
116kg (256lb)
200kg (500lb)

Travel Range

45km (28m)

Maximum speed

15km/h (9.3mph)

Max Climbing Angle

20%

Turning Radius

115cm (45”)

Seating Width

46cm (18”)

Tire type
Tire size

12km/h (7.5mph)

85cm (33”)
Pneumatic

Front Tyres

2.75×10''

Rear Tyres

2.75×12''

Battery type

two

12V 73Ah

Power unit

Rear wheel drive

Charger type

24V DC motor | 1,300W
8Amp

Color

Black & Chrome

* Speed limit varies between the different countries according to the local regulation of each county.
** U.S model | Tested by manufacturer, based on actual parameters | The above specifications subject to change without notice

International

USA

Australia

T: +(972)4-6754179
T: 1-844-313-7116
T: 0447-699-011
mainbox@Afiscooters.com | www.Afiscooters.com

